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Projectile multifragment breakup of 160, 12С and 7Li at епещies 3.0--4.5 A-GеV is studied
Ьу means ofthe Weizsacker- Williams method. The fragmentation channels ofthe 160 projectile at
4. 5А -GеV асе investigated and compared with that of 160 а. 200 А -GeУ. The events characterized
Ьу N h = О and these events due to both Coulomb and diffraction dissociation have Ьееп selected
and analyzed as а function of impact parameter. Also, the dependence of the electromagnetic
dissociation cross-section оп incident energy and the charge of projectile and target is found.

1.

INТRODUCТION

In recent years, nucleus-nucleus collisions at ЬЩh energies Ьауе Ьееп attracting more
interest as а way to understand the important effects of nuclear interaction mechanisms at
different impact parameters Ь. ТЬе reason for the study at small impact parameter is to observe
the signatures of unusual forms of nuclear matter such as the quark-gluon plasma [1], while
studies at higher values of the impact parameters help in understanding the nuclear structure.
Also, the electromagnetic effects [1,2] which considered as а source of background for these
nuclear interactions like the possible features for quark gluon plasma.
Heckman and Greiner [3] reported the first results of а Bevatron experimental оп the
fragmentation of nitrogen ions Ьу carbon and hydrogen targets at 29 A-GеV.
ТЬе pQint ofinterest in this work, is the dislocation offragments from the projectile nucleus.
ТЬеу tried. to classify the reactions according to the following categories.
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1) Stripping reaction, in which the spectator part of а projectile is diffracted inelastically,
while the other part suffers а strong interaction with the target nucleus. These reaction occurs
at R p + R t > Ь > R p - R t , where R p and R t are the radii of projectile and target nucleus
respectively.
2) More peripheral соПisiоп, in which аН projectile constituents are dislocated and
associated with some hadrons, mostly pions. These interactions occur at large values of the
impact parameter Ь, uр to R p + Rt .
3) Pиre electromagnetic dissociation ofthe incident charge nucleus as а result ofits passage
through the СоulотЬ field of the target nucleus which provides ап electromagnetic pulse of
short duration, enhanced due to Lorentz contraction "у. These interactions occur at impact
parameters Ь greater than the sum ofthe projectile and target nuclear radius О.е., Ь > R p + R t ).

2.

EXPERIMENТ

AND RESULTS

2.1. Experimental Details
.At the ОuЬпа synchrophasotron BR-2 emulsion stacks were irradiated with beams of
4.5 A-GеV 160 and 12С ions and 3.0 A-GеV 7Li ions, the dimensions of the реПiсеlls are
20 ст х 10 ст х600",т. The composition of the emulsion is given in Table 1.
ТаЫе

1

11И1112С6 14N 7 1608180Вrзsll08~71
22
1Density (N ofatorns/l0 )13.1511.412 0.395 0.95611.02811.0281

1

Typesofnucleus

Scanning was carried out along the track [4], using two types of binocular microscopes
and Wild, with magnification 10 х 100.
А total of 958, 1000, and 968 events were found, giving the interaction теап free paths
12.18 ± 0.33, 14.4 ± 0.33 and 15.2 ± 0.50 ст for 160, 12С, and 7Li respectivety.
The charged particles (tracks) produced in each interactioц are identified according to the
following classes [4].
.
а) Ionization shower tracks (Ns ) with уесу high velocity !З = v / с ?: 0.7 and relative grain
.
density g. = 9 / go ::; 1.4, where go isthe minimum grain density of the relativistic tracks inside
the emulsion. Most of them are mesons, along with some fast hydrogen isotopes.
Ь) Grey tracks (Ng ), which are tracks with range R ?: 3 тт and 6 ?: g. > 1.4. These
are mainly knock-out protons from the target nucleus.
с) Black tracks (Nb ), which are slow fragments from the target nucleus with rang R < 3 тт
and g. > 6.
In emulsion experiments, the terrn «heavy tracks» is used, and their number is defined as
N h = N g +Nb.
d) The projectile fragments (Р Ра ) are strongly соПimаtеd in the forward hemisphere
direction which is deterrnined Ьу the approximation relation:
МБИ-9

. ()
Sln

Р!
РР::; Pi'
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where Р! is the Fermi momentum [5] iшd Pi is the incident momentum. TlJ.is gives (J Р F ::; 3.00
at the ОиЬna energy. Refering to Heckmanand other [4-6] the projection angles ofthe РР.
are measured Ьу finding
ду

tg(JPF

= дх'

where ду is the deflection of the measured fragment at а longitudinal distance дх = 1 ст from
the emission point.
ТЬе Р Р. with charge Z ;::: 2 for 708, 1000 and 970 events of 160, 12С and 7Li Ьеarns
respectively were recorded. It is possible to identify the doubly charged fragments (Z = 2) Ьу
еуе. А correct estimation is made Ьу uslng the б-гау method [4].

2.2. Selection of Electromagnetic Dissociation Events
ТаЫе
Тhe

(Nh,

16О_Ет.

2

= О) events and the selected опе due to both Coulomb and dit1'raction dissociation in
at 4.5 A-GeV/с and 16О_Ет. at 200 A-GеV. Тhe separation of them ие deduced
from the experimental data

ТЬе

projecti1e

and energy
Total analysed
events
N h = О events
(peripheral соП.
+Coul. & diff. diss.
+ Simulated ЕО)
ЕО events
(Coulomb diss. +
diff. Diss.)
Pиre ЕО event
(Coulomb diss.)
Oiff. Oiss. оп
target (associated
with pions)
ТЬе dissociation
into o:-fragments
only
Diffractive Oiss.
into o:-fragments
Reference

160 (4.5 A-ОеУ/с)

160 (200

A-ОеУ)

No. of events

%

No. events

%

708

-

920

-

98

13.98 ± 1.4

112

12.00 ± 1.13

-

-

92

10.00 ± 1.00

45

6.35 ± 0.94

-

-

36

5.08 ± 0.85

-

-

2.
0-+ 40:

0.28 ± 0.19

3
0-+ 40:

0.30± 0.06

2
0+ Ет. -+ 40: + low 0.28 ± 0.19 2 in all scanned 0.07 ± 0.05
energy particle
2934 events
Present work
[7,8]

То distinguish between the nuclear interactions and the Cou1omb dissociation events,
we must consider the expected characteristics of electromagnetic dissociation (ЕО) events as
described in [7]. Generally these ЕО events are characterized Ьу N h = О events, which means
that по slow ernitted particles and по lepton pair or ,8-decay are produced. Also, the incident
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Fragmentation modes оС 160 projectile at 4.5 А- and 200 A-GеV/с

Fragmentation Mode
O--N+H
-- С + 2Н
-- С + Не
__ В + Не+ Н
-- В + 3Н
-- Ве ...
-- Li ...
-- 4Не
-- 3Не + 2Н
-- 2Не + 4Н
-- Не + 6Н
Reference

Fraction of Frag. Chan. of Fraction of Frag. Chan. of
160 (200) A-GеV %
160 (4.5) A-GеV %
42.2 ± 6.2
1.8 ± 1.3
5.5 ± 2.2
1.8 ± 1.3
2.8 ± 1.6
4.6 ± 2.1
2.8 ± 1.6
1.8 ± 1.3
5.5 ± 2.2
1.8 ± 1.3
0.9 ± 0.9
Present Work

56.0 ± 4.0
14.0 ± 2.0
10.0 ± 2.0
3.6 ± 1.0
0.8 ± 0.5
5.5 ± 1.2
2.5 ± 0.8
0.8 ± 0.5
4.4 ± 1.1
3.3 ± 1.0
0.8 ± 0.5
[7,8]

charge (Zp) must equal to the sum of the produced fragment charges and the emitted angle
О/Т should ье S 3.0° at projectile incident energy 4.5A-GеV.
These stringent selection criteria are app1ied to the experimenta1 data of 160 interactions
at 4.5 A-GеV and compared with that of 160 interactions at 200 A-GеV [7,8]. It was found
that about 6% ofthe tota1 ine1astic interactions are due to the etтect ofthe Сои10mЬ fie1d ofthe
target nucleus оп the incident 160 at 4.5 A-GеV , whereas this ratio is about 10% for the sзте
projectile at 200 A-GеV. These resu1ts confirm the dependence ofthe ED cross-section оп the
incident energy. ТаЫе 2 represents the tota1 number of analyzed events for each Ьеат. The
ED events сап ье divided into two categories, one of them is owing to the СоиlотЬ field etтect
and the other to ditтraction оп the target surface. This Ьзs been corrected for the number of ED
events which are not associated with pions as shown in ТаЫе 3. Then the angle ofthe emission
fragment (OPF S 3.0°) сап ье divided into two ranges, the lower range of OPF (0-1.5°) is
attributed to the etтect of the Coulomb fie1d, and the relatively wider angles ир to 3.0° result
from the etтect of ditтraction оп the outer surface of the target nuc1eus.
ТЬе given numbers of ED events for 160 at 200 A-GеV are extracted from Refs. [7,8]. It
is c1ear that these ED events increase with the energy and charge of the incident Ьеат, except
for incident 7Li. This exception тау arise because the binding energy of the 7Li nuc1eus is
smaller than that of the other nuclei, as illustrated in ТаЫе 4. ТЬе ratio of 160 dislocation
into four c1usters of a-particles at 4.5 A-GеV is more than twice that of the splitting of 160
(200 A-GеV) into the sзте number 4a-partic1es. One reason for this тау Ье the ditтerence
in the time the projectile spends inside the Сои10тЬ fie1d of the target nucleus as shown in the
1ast table; this will ье discussed in the next section.
A1so, the previous conditions cou1d Ье applied as se1ection criteria for N h = О events of
the 7Li interaction at 3.0 A-GеV in order to determine the two easily identified fragments of
Z = 1 and Z = 2, since the incident projectile Ьзs а charge Z = 3. These se1ected events are
tabu1ated in ТаЫе 4 and compared with other collected data. ТЬе ditтerence in the ED event
ratios for incident 6Li and 7Li at near1y the same tota1 energy is due to the ditтerence in the
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interaction of 6и, 7Li, 12с and 160 at Dubna energies compared
with 160 at higher energies

Туре of
projectile and
energy (A-ОеУ)
Тоtзl по. of
analysed inel. int.
Nh = О events
Fraction %
ЕD events
Fraction %
Nuclear radius*
Binding energy**
ВЕ (in МеУ)
BE/N (МеУ)
Lorentz factor (,)

6Li (4.5)

12с

(4.5)

968
1000
970
147
136
98
(15.2 ± 1.25) (14,02 ± 1.2) (9.8 ± 1.0)
70
45
60
(7,2 ± 0.86) (4,64 ± 0,7) (6.0 ± 0,77)
2.55 fm
2.42 fm
2.46 fm
32.09
92
39.25
5.35
4,51
99.4

Е тах (МеУ)

Duration time 7'd
through Ag
target component (sec)

0,66, 10-18

References

[171

Туре of
projectile and
energy (A-оеУ)
Total по. of
analysed inel. int.
Nh = О events
Fraction %
ЕD events
Fraction %
Nuclear radius*
Вinding energy· *
ВЕ (in МеУ)
BE/N (МеУ)
Lorentz factor (,)

'Li (3.00)

160 (4.5)

5,61
3.22
72.0

7,7
4,51
100.5

0.93. 10-18 0,66. 10-18
Present
work

Present
work

160 (60)

160 (200)

708
528
920
112
98
(13.98 ± 1.4)
(12.00 ± 1.13)
81
31
92
(11.43 ± 1.27) (5.87 ± 1.05) (10.00 ± 1,00)
2,73 fm
2.73 fm
2.73 fm
128
128
128
8.0
4.51
98.1

8
64.41
1392.3

8
214.71
4641.1

Duration time 7'd
through Ag
target component (sec)

0.68. 10-18

0.50. 10-19

0.14. 10-21

References

Present
work

[16,22)

[7,8)

Е тах (МеУ)

'Прuмечанuе. * (18), ** [191,
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ТаЫе5
ТЬе

nuclear теап free paths and inelastic cross-sections compared with the
corresponding ED теап free path and UED for different projectiles at various energies
Туре of
projectile
and energy

7Li з

3.0

A-GеV

Лint' ст

ЛЕD, ст

Uint, тЬ

UED, тЬ

15.2 ± 0.50

351.3 ± 49.6

1740.5 ± 20.0

50.50 ± 0.6

14.4 ± 0.33

236.0 ± 28.2

1837.2 ± 20.0

75.11 ± 0.5

12.18 ± 0.33 106.45 ± 10.68 2070.0 ± 140.0

91.2 ± 0.9

12С6

4.5

A-GеV

1608

4.5

A-GеV

Reference
Present
work
Present
work
Present
work

1608

200

A-GеV

12.0 ± 0.20

2620.0 ± 50.0 198.96± 11.3

96.0 ± 5.0

[7]

binding energy рег nucleon. The nucleus of 7Li which contains seven nucleons, is smaller and
has higher binding energy рег nucleon than that of the 6Li nucleus. Therefore the dissociation
of 6Li is easier than that of 7Li in the сше of interaction with the same target and at the same
energy рег nucleon. For this reason, the larger уаlие of the ЕО events ratio for 6Li than that
for the 160 nucleus at the same energy рег nucleon could Ье anticipated. This is сlеаг from
the data given in ТаЫе 4.
2.3.

СоulотЬ

and Diffraction Dissociation Events

The fragmentation of the projectile сап Ье induced Ьу the strong nuclear interaction
(specially at larger impact parameters) ог Ьу the electromagnetic field interaction. The basic
idea [9]of Coulomb break-up is similar to tha~r electrodisintegration, but the cross-section
is enhanced Ьу zj (where Zt is the target charge number). The virtual photon method of
WiIliams and Weizsacker [8-12] was used as а suitabIe way of considering the СоиlотЬ etТect
in the fragmentation process. The Coulomb field of the target nucleus (in the projectile rest
frame) appears as а packet of quasi-real photons of short time and enhanced Ьу the Lorentz
contraction factor
'"У

= (l

- v 2 /C 2 )-1/2.

This collision time [1, 13] is roughly estimated

Ьу

where bmin is the minimum impact parameter, equal to R p + R t . Consequently, the maximum
photon frequency is contained in the electromagnetic field
VJ max

= С'"У

/b min .

Also, this yields the maximum photon energy
Е;;,ах =

hC'"Y/(Rp + R t ).
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According to this model, the electromagnetic pulse сап Ье sufficiently energetic to
excite giant resonance in the nucleus or .to create lepton pairs or pions. From the basic
assumptions of the model there is а flux of photons around the nucleus and the photon energy
spectrum is compared classically [1,11,13-15] and treated Ьу quantum mechanical calculations
distinguished Ьу the multipolarities of the photon spectrum. ТЬе values of 'у and Е;;ах for
ап Ag target nucleus (the heaviest and most abundant element in the emulsion) for different
projectiles and energies are estimated and listed in ТаЫе 4. It сап ье concluded that the values
are 4.8, 4.8, and 3.2 for incident 160 (4.5 A-аеУ), 12С (4.5 A-аеУ) and 7Li (3.0 A-аеУ)
respectively. ТЬе corresponding Е;;ах values are less than 100 МеУ, which is smaller than the
threshold energy for pionization, while for incident 160 (60 A-GеV), it is equal to the value
of producing pions having а mass about 140 МеУ. Butabove the threshold for ~-resonance
(1232 МеУ), for incident 200 A-аеУ, it could produce ~-resonance, which are subsequently
dissociated into protons and pions. ТЬе present results for 12С and 160 strongly suggest that по
pions are associated with the pure ЕD events. ТЬе pions accompanied the .separated events due
to diffraction dissociation is clear from ТаЫе 3 and confirm the present technique. It could
ье concluded that the technique of Ref. [23] сап ье used only at incident energy smaller than
10 A-аеУ for Iight incident nuclei.
2.4.

Меап

Free Paths and Corresponding Cross-Sections

ТаЫе 4 represents the total observed inelastic, peripheral, and electromagnetic interactions.
We сап say that ЕD events as а percentage of the total number of events increase with the
projectile energy. At the same time, the measured value of ЛЕD decreases as the incident
projectile charge and energy increase. ТЬе total inelastic cross-sections O'in are estimated from
the relation

where

neff

in our type of emulsion is the effective density of emulsion nuclei
neff

=

L

niO'i!

L

O'i

= 3.78·1022 atoms/cm 3 •

However, this number takes the value 3.2 ·1022 atorns/cm3 for the prepared emulsion in CERN
SPS at 200 A-аеУ [7,14] where лin is taken as the observed теап free path for each Ьеат.
In order to obtain ап absolute value for the electromagnetic dissociation cross-section о' Е D ,
the measured value of лin in the emulsion must ье converted into ап absolute cross-section
оп the Ag component, which is the heaviest and most abundant element in the emulsion. ТЬе
estimated O'ED for ЕО events оп the Ag target is then calculated from the relation O'ED = f / рл,
where р = 1.028· 1022 atoms/cm3 is the density of nuclei in the emulsion and f = 0.67 is а
weight factor for this target component reaching unity for the emulsion as а whole.
Thе values of O'ED as а function of the projectile charge are shown in Fig. lЬ, for this
work and other experiments [15]. This shows that O'ED takes similar values despite the different
detectors and reactions. It сап Ье concluded that in spite of the heterogeneity of the emulsion
target, it сап Ье used generally to measure ЕD cross-section.
Figure 10, Ь iIlustrates some experimental values of O'ED as а function ofprojectile charge.
Thetheoretical values of O'ED calculated Ьу the Weizsacker-WiIliаrns (WW) method [11] for
relativistic heavy-ion reaction with 197Аи target at Bevalac energies [15] are also included. Here
the calculated о' Е D values approach large values for both ultrarelativistic energy (100 А -аеУ)
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Fig. 1. а - Тhe ED cross-section for the 7Li, 12С and 160 interactions at Dubna energy (3.04.5 A-GеV) as а function of projectile charge Zp (8 - calculated, о - experemental). Ь - Our
expreimental points 8 - 1, о - 2, о - 3 for 7Li, 12С and 160 respectively at nearly the saтe
energy. Тhe points х represent the expterimental values of (jED'S at different projectiles with 197 Аи
target. Тhe corresponding calculated values according to WW-method are indicated Ьу the dashed line
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Fig. 2. Тhe calculated ED cross-sections at
different energies (8). Тhe points о and х
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and ЬЩh projectile charge, as noted in Ref. [15]. A1so, the experimental and calculated values
of the (JED cross-section for 7Li, 12С and 160 interactions as а function of projectile charge
Zp are shown in the same f1gure.
From this, it could ье inferred that there is fair agreement between the present results for
light projectile charge and calculated values at various energies.
ТЬе interactions of lithium, carbon and oxygen of the present work at Dubna energies are
tabulated in ТаЫе 4. For comparison, the corresponding results of oxygen interactions at higher
energies extracted from Refs. [7, 16, 17] are also included. As seen from ТаЫе 4 and Figs. 1
and 2, the percentage of ED events increases with both energy and incident Ьеат charge.
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ТаЫе 3 presents the different modes ofcarbon and oxygen breakup at 4.5 A-GеViпsidе the
emulsion target (mainly due to the еlесtюmagпеtiс field of the Ag target nucleus component).
Their numbers, fractions and observed partial cross-sections are listed. The majority of events
lies in the channels producing 1Не and 2Не respectively. This reveals qualitatively that the
relative рюduсtiоп rates of a-particles in the рюjесtilе fragmentation рюсеsses are consistent
with the values for ditТerent projectiles and energies [20]. Тhe largest yield of ЕО events occurred
in the case of emission of one He-fragment, associated with complete disintegration of the
рюjесtiIе. This result shows that with decreasing Не multiplicity, the surface excitation energy
of the рюjесtilе spectator increases. Also, the results confirm the same conclusions fюm the
distributions of Не fragments produced from nuclear events [21], which implies the limiting
fragmentation behavior of the He-multiplicity distribution.

2.5. Dependence of the Electromagnetic Dissociation Cross-Section

оп

Target Nucleus

Vidovic and Greiner et al. [31] have studied the impact-parameter dependence of
electromagnetic particle production in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions and directly deduced
the equivalent photon method [11,24] from quantum electrodynamics. It is well known
that the simplicity of the photon method of Williams and Weizsacker [11] to ье widely
used [2,7,8,15,20-30] Ьу scientists. А model [32] which depends оп the WW-method [11] is
proposed for the dissociation of re1ativistic nuclei in the Соиl0тЬ field of heavier nuclei which
are easily excited or dissociated Ьу а target nucleus.
In Ref. [33] the decay channels of 28Si projectile dissociation to р + 27 Лl, n + 27Si and
2р + 26Mg using the WW-approximation with the ехрептепшl data for photonuclear crosssections were examined, and it was found that there is по evidence for two-photon excitation
of the 28Si nuc1eus. In contract, the authors of Ref. [34] found large values for the neutron
сюss-sесtiоп for electromagnetic dissociation of 197Au targets Ьу incident 2°Ne (1.7 A-GеV)
and 86к, 197Аи, 209Bi beams with 1 A-GеV. They explained this observation Ьу the dominant
contribution fюm two-photon gain dipole excitation and interpreted the 1arge cross-section as
due to the Zt dependence, since two-photon excitation will behave as Z: while one-photon
8 behaviour for heavy target nucleus), as found Ьу the
behaviour (or
excitation shows
authors of Ref. [33].

zl

zi·

3. CONCLUSIONS

The resu1ts confirm the dependence of the electromagnetic dissociation cross-section оп
both incident charge and energy. The mearured ЕО cross-section has the same trend as the
calculated опе based оп the Wеizsaсkег-Wi1Iiаms method, and it increases with increasing of
the projectile charge and energy.
For 1ight рюjесtilеs, it was found that the largest yield of ЕО events occurred in the case of
one He-fragment associated with comp1ete disintegration ofthe projecti1e. This shows that with
decreasing Не fragment mu1tiplicity, the surface excitation епещу of the рюjесtilе spectator
increases.
Calculations Ьу the WW-method with data fюm counter experiments сап ье used to
examine the decay channe1s for projectile dissociation Ьу the excitation of the рюjесtilе
nucleus, whereas other experiments interpret the ЕО oftarget nucleus in terms ofthe dominant
contribution from two-photon giant dipole excita:tion.
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Despite the heterogenity of the emulsion target, it сап ье used to measure the ЕО crosssection.
ТЬе larger yield of 6Li projectile dissociation than that for incident 7Li тау ье due to the
smaller binding energy per nucleon of the 6Li nucleus.
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